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TREAT YOURSELF

11 new patterns in luxe yarns
pages 6-10

BRAND NEW

Kindred yarn: the perfect
alpaca/cotton blend
page 4

FRESH COLORS

Twill & Wonderfluff in
stunning shades
pages 5 & 12

KNITTING FOR BABY
The cutest tiny knits
you've ever seen
pages 28-31

NEEDLE
SALE!

Save 20% or more!
See back cover for
more information

WOOL OF
THE ANDES
Wonderfully wooly in 100+ colors,
our bestselling Wool of the Andes continues
to be a fan favorite since it was introduced
in 2010! Spun from Peruvian wool, these skeins
feature a strong fiber with gorgeous stitch
definition. We love Wool of the Andes for long
lasting sweaters and accessories in every stitch
you can imagine, including cables, textures,
colorwork, and even chunky lace!
Available in three weights
100% Peruvian Highland Wool.
Sport: $3.49/50g skein - 137 yds.
Worsted: $3.49/50g skein - 110 yds.
Bulky: $5.99/100g hank - 137 yds.

Morag Pullover 52765D
Yarn cost starts at $27.92.

Stornoway Throw 13956D
Yarn cost starts at $31.41.

Matinee Cardigan 14884D
Yarn cost starts at $67.35.

Soft Breezes Shawl: Heavy 52899D
Yarn cost $20.94.

Corrie Sweater 52477D
Yarn cost starts at $38.87.

Shaded Pullover 51114D
Yarn cost starts at $29.90.

Absent Friends Shawl 14668D
Yarn cost $23.92.
1.800.574.1323
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INTRODUCING!

KINDRED
Airy soft with naturally complex colors, Kindred is the perfect blend of Pima cotton and
baby alpaca. Kindred features a light, lofty ply that gives the alpaca fibers room to bloom
while cotton strands gracefully twine throughout, giving this blend more substantial
strength than pure alpaca. As each skein is dyed, the two fibers absorb the dye differently,
resulting in a marled effect unique to this luxurious yarn.
This is our new go-to blend for next-to skin soft projects and for knitters who are looking
for a wool-free yarn. We love this yarn for bouncy accessories and layering pieces
featuring lightweight coziness.
DK | 68% Baby Alpaca, 32% Peruvian Pima Cotton. $7.99/50g ball - 115 yds.
Colors shown, first row from left: Mulled Wine 28677, Raspberry Cordial 28678, Spice 28679, Goldenrod 28680, and Cactus 28682. Second
row, from left: Ink 28674, Salt Water 28675, Teacake 28676, Cargo, 28683, and Driftwood 28684.
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NOW IN FINGERING!

TWILL
Twill is everything you’d want in
a yarn: it’s bouncy, versatile, and
luxuriously soft—it blocks beautifully
too! The 3-ply twist and satisfying
density of this 100% Merino wool
yarn results in absolutely gorgeous
stitch definition, making both
intricate cables and straightforward
stockinette shine.
Fingering & Worsted | 100% Superwash Merino Wool.
Fingering: $6.99/40g ball - 183 yds. Worsted: $12.99/100g
hank - 149 yds. Swatch is stitch #63 from Japanese Stitch
Bible by Hitomi Shida {33453}.
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Treat yourself by making some beautiful
garments and accessories with Baby Alpaca,
Kid Mohair, Mulberry Silk, and Merino Wool
blends. This collection of eleven patterns is
designed to best use these luxurious yarns,
by knitting them into items that are both
stunning and cozy! A variety of lace, rib
patterns, and simple stockinette and garter
stitch are used on tops, sweaters, hats,
mitts, cowls, and wraps—there are so
many ways to play with these soft
and warm fancy fibers!
Printed Book {33855} $23.99
eBook {75365D} $14.99
Individual Pattern Download $4.99

Wisp Wrap {52912D}. Knit in Aloft.
Yarn cost $35.96.
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TEASEL SHRUG
52911D Knit in Paragon. Yarn cost starts at $89.90.

MOZARAB HAT
52907D Knit in Paragon. Yarn cost starts at $8.99.

Bounce, luster, and luxurious sheen—Paragon
is a chorus of fabulous fibers. The high "squish
factor" comes from the fine Merino Wool, while
Baby Alpaca lends it's characteristic coziness
and Mulberry Silk brings shine to every stitch.
It's amazingly versatile, too ... knit with smaller
needles for a plump fabric, or use larger needles
to create projects with lovely drape.
Sport | 50% Fine Merino Wool, 25% Baby Alpaca, 25% Mulberry
Silk. $8.99/50g ball - 123 yds.

1.800.574.1323
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PANSEY SHELL
52908D Knit in Bare Eco Superwash Alpaca Sock.
Yarn cost starts at $17.98.

Alpaca
Wonderfully washable and
luxuriously soft, our Bare Eco
Superwash Alpaca is a first of its
kind! The next-to-skin softness
and warmth of alpaca combined
with an absolutely gorgeous drape
makes this naturally beautiful yarn
an absolute treat to knit with.
Fingering | 70% Superwash Fine Highland
Alpaca, 30% Nylon. $8.99/100g hank 398 yds.

8

SHORTIES SOCKS
52910D Knit in Bare Eco
Superwash Alpaca Sock.
Yarn cost starts at $8.99.

This yarn begins with alpaca and Merino fibers
dyed two different colors and then blended
together to make a subtly rich, lustrous heather.
Neutral color Donegal tweed neps complete this
rustic-yet-luxurious yarn!
DK & Aran/HW | 55% Merino Wool, 25% Superfine Alpaca,
20% Donegal Tweed. DK: $6.99/50g ball - 123 yds. Aran:
$11.99/100g ball - 164 yds.

EQUALIZATION HAT & MITTS
52904D Knit in City Tweed. Yarn cost starts at $13.98.

ASPEN MANTLE
52900D Knit in Andean Treasure. Yarn cost starts at $63.92.

The softness is irresistible! Gorgeous Andean Alpaca
in complex heathered hues make anything you knit in
this yarn an instant heirloom. Excellent for items that
are worn close to you—scarves, vests, legwarmers,
pullovers, even mittens.
Sport | 100% Baby Alpaca. $7.99/50g ball - 110 yds.

PICCOLO FINGERLESS GLOVES
52909D Knit in Gloss Fingering. Yarn cost starts at $7.99.
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FOXGLOVE SCARF
52905D Knit in Gloss Fingering. Yarn cost starts at $23.97.

ASTER CARDIGAN
52901D Knit in Gloss Fingering. Yarn cost starts at $71.91.

BLUSTERY COWL
52902D Knit in Gloss DK.
Yarn cost starts at $15.98.

NEW COLORS!

Gloss

Lace, Fingering & DK | 70% Merino Wool, 30% Silk. $7.99/50g
hank or ball. Lace: 440 yds. Fingering: 220 yds. DK: 123 yds.

The perfect blend of lofty Merino and lustrous silk!
Next-to-skin soft, Gloss's subtle sheen highlights each stitch
perfectly. Garments and accessories made in any of Gloss's
three weights feature fabric that relaxes after blocking for
soft, easy drape. Available in rich shades, Gloss is our go-to
yarn for wardrobe staples with a touch of elegance.

1.800.574.1323
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WONDERFLUFF
EFFORTLESSLY COZY
Softer than a kitten, fluffier
than a cloud, and light as a
feather—Wonderfluff is a
technological marvel! Silky
baby alpaca and fleecy
merino fibers are gently
blown into a lightweight
nylon mesh tube. The result
is a yarn that's beautifully
bulky yet lightweight and
warm. Wonderfluff works with a
wide range of needle sizes and the
generous yardage allows for large,
luxurious projects.
Bulky | 70% Baby Alpaca, 7% Merino Wool, 23% Nylon.
$8.99/50g ball - 142 yds.

Shown, from top left: Sweet Pea 27194,
Black Cherry 28695, Turquoise 27195,
Cosmopolitan 28692, Kale 27196,
Wonderland 28693, Ripple 28696,
Atlantic 27193, Abyss 28697, Royal
27190, Larkspur 27192, Cobblestone
27187, Wellies 27197 and Finnley 27188
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PROFESSOR MEOW PULLOVER
52235D Knit in Wonderfluff. Yarn cost starts at $35.96.

FINAL FLURRIES
14555D Crocheted in Wonderfluff.
Yarn cost starts at $17.98.

ULTRA COZY HAT AND MITTENS
55943 Knit in Wonderfluff. Yarn cost starts at $17.98.

ELDFELL PULLOVER
52277D Knit in Wonderfluff. Yarn cost starts at $71.92.

XOXO BEANIE
13975D Knit in Wonderfluff. Yarn cost starts at $26.97.

SIMPLY LOVELY STOCKING
55944 Knit in Wonderfluff. Yarn cost starts at $8.99.

1.800.574.1323
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KNIT PICKS EXCLUSIVE BOOKS

CELTIC JOURNEY: TRADITIONAL
CABLE PATTERNS

32766 - $11.99 save 20%

CADENCE: LUXE KNITS

33745 - $23.99 save 20%

EVERYDAY RUSTIC:
A TEXTURED TWEED
COLLECTION

ADVENTURE AWAITS: RUGGED
OUTDOOR KNITS

33708 - $23.99 save 20%

33576 - $23.99 save 20%

SPLENDID SOLES
KNIT PICKS

Set your toes to tapping with our latest collection of colorfully coordinated socks! You’ll fall
in love with these (quantity) patterns, featuring classic cabled textures, DNA inspired lace
patterns, and architecturally crafted masterpieces. Look no further, your solemate awaits!

*C33386*
*C33531*
33386
33531

COLOR SHIFT: PALETTES,
PROJECTS, AND TECHNIQUES

ENCIRCLED: CIRCULAR YOKE
SWEATERS

SPLENDID SOLES: COLORFULLY
COORDINATED SOCK PATTERNS

SPECTRUM: A COLORWORK
COLLECTION IN PALETTE

CABLE COUTURE: MODERN
CABLE-KNIT SWEATERS

CREATIVE COLOR: 2016 FAIR ISLE
COLLECTION

FLAUNT: EASY-TO-WEAR
OVERSIZED ACCESSORIES

MOSAIC MEDLEY: SLIPSTITCH COLORWORK
COLLECTION

33360 - $17.99 save 40%

33539 - $23.99 save 20%
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33324 - $17.99 save 40%

33010 - $14.99 save 40%

FREE SHIPPING ON US ORDERS OVER $65

33531 - $23.99 save 20%

33540 - $23.99 save 20%

33720 - $23.99 save 20%

33799 - $23.99 save 20%

classic sweater
ESSENTIALS

1

From start to finish, every little detail counts,
including the tools you use!

5
8

2

3
4
7
6

1.
BLACK MANGO WOOD YARN
BOWL - 83338 $24.99

2.
SUNSTRUCK CIRCULAR KNITTING
NEEDLE SET - 90613 $49.99

3.
DRITZ LEATHER LABELS - 83570, 83567,
83566 $2.45 save 35%

Classic

CABLE BOOKS

4.
KNITTING GAUGE SWATCH RULER 83849 $14.99

5.
SHEEP STITCH MARKERS 83862 $14.99

6. WOODSMOKE - Edited by Knit Picks 33110
$19.99 save 20%
7. CROSSINGS - Edited by Knit Picks 33571
$23.99 save 20%
8. WINDWARD - Edited by Knit Picks 33386
$23.99 save 20%

1.800.574.1323
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studio

ESSENTIALS

1
Hold hanks in place
with ease.

2
Transform hanks to
cakes in a snap.

3
Keep stitch markers
chaos-free.

4
Knit with
the classics.

5
Gather your
small tools.

6
Keep your yarn from
running away.

1. YARN SWIFT, ONYX - 83651 $59.99 save 25% 2. YARN BALL WINDER - 82500 $19.99 3. KNIT PICKS METALLIC STITCH MARKER, SMALL
45 PK WITH TIN - 83924 $6.99 4. SUNSTRUCK 10" STRAIGHT NEEDLES - 90704 $49.99 5. MYSTIQUE TRAY - 83694 $11.99
6. BLACK MANGO WOOD YARN BOWL - 83338 $24.99
16
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PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS
Our premium mats are extra thick to make
pinning your projects easier. One side features
a textured surface, offering extra grip for easier
shaping. The other side has a printed 1" grid to
guarantee straight edges, square corners, and
the correct size every time. Each set of nine 12"
square mats comes in a clear, zippered carrying
case with handles for easy storage and travel,
and it also includes 100 T pins!

PREMIUM BLOCKING MATS

83786 - $34.99

CLASSIC YARN BOWLS
Our stashes may shift over time, but some tools are timeless! Useful and lovely,
these bowls are the perfect addition to any craft room and are the best way to
wrangle roll-away skeins. Simply loop the tail of your yarn through the spiral and
your yarn will smoothly unwind as you need it!

ROSEWOOD

83220 - $19.99

TWO TONE ROSEWOOD/
MANGO

83221 - $19.99

BLACK MANGO WOOD

83338 - $24.99

DARK BROWN MANGO
WOOD

83218 - $24.99

1.800.574.1323

MAPLEWOOD

83356 - $24.99
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HAWTHORNE
Hawthorne is the perfect mix-and-match yarn
for fade, striped, or ombré projects. Originally
designed as the very best sock yarn, it's also our
go-to yarn family for shawls and sweaters that will
look good for years to come! Each skein features a
tight but bouncy ply which means that each stitch has
excellent definition, no matter how many times your
projects are washed in the machine.
Fingering | 80% Fine Superwash Highland Wool, 20% Polyamide (Nylon).
$13.99/100g hank - 357 yds.

Shown from top, clockwise: Ashland Tonal 27410, Sweet Home Tonal 27409, Kerns 27423, Arleta 27413, Newport Tonal 27407, Midwinter
Kettle 28623, Abernathy 26862, Springwater 27422, and Vancouver 26428. Project Shown: Sorrel {14824D} Knit in Hawthorne & Aloft.
Tools Shown: Cedar Box - Small {82367} $12.99, Succulent Stitch Markers {84688} $14.99, and Show of Hands Sketchbook {84645} $9.99.

SPECKLE

Bright sprinklings and unexpected pops of
color add surprise to simple stitch patterns.
Color: Peach Melba Speckle 28616.
Project: Kempii Shawlette 55982, yarn cost $27.98.

TONAL

Subtle, shifting shades for rich and
sophisticated projects.
Color: Eugene Tonal 27403.
Project: Transversal Socks 14808D, yarn cost starts at
$13.99.

MULTI
Pools and pops of vibrant colors on washes of
shifting tones; each skein is unique!
Color: Alameda 26429.
Project: Stratosphere 52360D, yarn cost $41.97.

KETTLE

Variations in tone add depth and a handcrafted
touch, perfect for lightly textured stitches.
Color: Northstar 28622.
Project: Bakewell Socks 52394D, yarn cost starts at $27.98.

1.800.574.1323
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STROLL

TM

A super-soft, affordable, machine-washable treat for your
feet! Warm, cushy, and versatile, this yarn is wonderful to
have in your stash when sock inspiration strikes. Not just
for socks, Stroll is our go-to yarn for cozy accessories and
lightweight sweaters that are next-to-skin soft.
Fingering
75% Fine Superwash Merino Wool, 25% Nylon

Learn how to make these socks with our sock tutorial book,
Socks for Everybody! 33406 $19.19 save 20%.
Yarn shown: Dandelion 25024, Wonderland Heather 25028,
Electric Blue 26406, Merit Badge 28254, and Poppy Field 26593.

Tools shown: Katrinkles Mini Tool Set 83846 $49.99,
Sunstruck DPNs start at $5.09, Collage Sketchbook 84424
$14.99, Frenchie Halfmoon Pouch 84420 $13.00, Katrinkles
Darning & Mending Loom Kit 84881 $34.00.

Need something to listen to while
knitting? Hover your phone camera
over the QR code to listen to the
Knit Picks' Podcast!

CHANGE OF SCENERY SOCKS
52649D Knit in Stroll Tonal. Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

WESTMEATH SOCKS
52657D Knit in Stroll Hand Painted. Yarn cost $13.99.

BOSTON TERRIER SOCKS
52645D Knit in Stroll. Yarn cost $17.97.

PHINNEY RIDGE SOCKS
52648D Knit in Stroll and Stroll Tona Mini Packs.
Yarn cost starts at $26.48.

FONTANA SOCKS
14793D Knit in Stroll Tweed. Yarn cost starts at $41.94.

HOT TODDY SOCKS
52585D Knit in Stroll. Yarn cost starts at $11.98.

ROCK AND ROLL SOCKS
52655D Knit in Stroll Hand Painted. Yarn cost $13.99.

COLOR SPLASH
Everything you need for knitting on the go! Stay hydrated with sassy
water bottles and ultra organized with our classic needle cases.
A. FRENCHIE HALFMOON POUCH 84420 $13.00 | B. RETRACTABLE TAPE MEASURE 80582 - $1.99 | C. OLIVE
PAPERCRAFT TOTE BAG 84414 $29.99 | D. INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE - TIMBER 84278 $14.99 | E. MEOW
MEOW LARGE ZIPPER POUCH 84313 $18.00 | F. YARN CUTTER 80581 $4.99 | G. COTLIN REFLECTIONS NIMBUS 27870
$12.99/100g hank | H. FOLDABLE SCISSORS 80626 $6.49

A
Hover your phone
camera over the QR
code to download the
free digital pattern!

B

H

G
C
F

D
E
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HAWTHORNE YARN Compass Kettle 26690, Newport
Tonal 27407, and Corvallis Tonal 27401 - $13.99/50g skein

ZIGGY SKETCHBOOK 84422 - $15.99
KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE
NEEDLE CASE - GOLD 84279- $14.99

YARN HANK ENAMEL PIN 84194, HANDMADE
ENAMEL PIN 84190, MAKE WEAR MEND GOLD
ENAMEL PIN 84193 , MAKE WEAR MEND ENAMEL PIN
84192, SPARKLES THE KNITTING UNICORN ENAMEL
PIN 83625, KITTY YARN BALL ENAMEL PIN 83626,
I MADE THIS ENAMEL PIN 84191 - $7.99

STROLL TWEED SOCK YARN Barley Heather 28194,
Flagstone Heather 26284, Earl Grey Heather 28193,
and North Sea Heather 28190 - $6.49/50g skein

PASTEL YARN HANK ENAMEL STITCH MARKERS
84197 - $14.99

LLAMARAMA WATER BOTTLE 84419 - $27.99

MEOW MEOW RING BOUND NOTEBOOK 84423 - $14.99
LARGE ECLIPSE LAY-FLAT NOTEBOOK 84427 - $9.99
CAT HALFMOON POUCH 84134 - $13.00

MEOW MEOW KEYCHAIN 84411 - $11.99
CAT ENAMEL PIN 84417 - $7.99

KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE TIMBER 84278 - $14.99 | OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE
CASPIAN KNITTING NEEDLE TIPS - starting at $5.99

GET COZY
Cold weather is blanket weather.
Comforting and relaxing to knit, blankets are the
perfect meditative project (not to mention the
ultimate heirloom gift).

FLOWER WAVES BLANKET
52848D Knit in Wool of the Andes. Yarn cost $89.82.

ZIZU BLANKET
14806D Knit in Comfy Worsted. Yarn cost starts at $31.92.

BEANSTALK THROW
14667D Knit in Tuff Puff. Yarn cost starts at $144.71.

24
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CONTINUATION BLANKET
52776D Knit in Mighty Stitch. Yarn cost starts at $64.87.

REILLY AFGHAN
51107D Knit in Wool of the Andes. Yarn cost $104.70.

TRADITIONS AFGHAN
50804D Knit in Wool of the Andes Tweed.
Yarn cost $64.87.

ABRIGADO
13375D Knit in Brava Bulky. Yarn cost $32.27.

JOURNEY'S END BLANKET
52581D Knit in Simply Alpaca. Yarn cost starts at $77.94.

CLOUDY DAY THROW
52849D Knit in Swish Worsted.
Yarn cost starts at $191.68.

FALLING LEAVES THROW
11207D Knit in Swish Bulky. Yarn cost $116.87.

ACRYLIC
WORKHORSES
These aren't your grandmother's acrylic yarns! We source super soft,
premium fibers for these beautifully rugged skeins. Perfect for both
home décor and snuggly accessories, these beauties are machine
washable and oh so colorful. You'll be able to make everything from
afghans to baby sweaters without worrying about sending them through
the wash and dry cycle. That means these yarns are perfect for gift knits
and charity projects too!
BRAVA, a truly premium acrylic for wool-free projects, can stand up to whatever comes its way!
With excellent stitch definition and a beautiful rainbow of colors, this is a great yarn for charity knits
and afghans for all ages.
Sport, Worsted & Bulky |

100% Premium Acrylic. $2.49/100g skein. Sport: 273 yds. Worsted: 218 yds. Bulky: 136 yds.

MIGHTY STITCH is silky and shiny making this our go-to yarn for home décor and accessories with
`a little texture. Each stitch will pop and your projects will have a luxe finish every time.
Worsted, Bulky & Super Bulky |
yds. Super Bulky: 44 yds.

80% Acrylic, 20% Superwash Wool. $4.99/100g skein. Worsted: 208 yds. Bulky: 136

Shown top row, left to right: Lady Slipper 28436, Eggplant 28430, Coral 28421, Avocado 28412, Tidepool 28453,
and Denim 28427 . Shown bottom row, left to right: Wisteria 26824, Mulberry 26828, Fruit Punch 28065, Alfalfa
26814, Spruce 26826, and Sky 26830.

PINWHEELS FOR
BILLY BLANKET
52855D
Knit in Brava.
Yarn cost $19.92.
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FROZEN
SNOWFLAKES
BEANIE
14006D
Knit in Brava.
Yarn cost starts at
$4.98.

MINI KITTY POUF
52012D
Knit in Mighty Stitch.
Yarn cost starts at
$14.97.

BUFFALO THROW
52854D
Knit in Mighty
Stitch. Yarn cost
starts at $109.78.

1.800.574.1323
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Peekaboo! We see seven adorable patterns for
baby knits, ranging from simple basics like slippers,
leggings, and hats, to dapper garments and kittythemed accessories, perfect for gifting!
eBook {75366D} $9.99.
Happy Sheep Vest {55660}. Knit in Swish DK. Yarn cost $14.97.

28
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MINI PIXIE HAT 55673
Knit in Swish Worsted. Yarn cost starts at $11.98.

TWO-WAY BABY SLIPPERS 52943D
Knit in Swish Worsted. Yarn cost starts at $5.99.

MERINO AT ITS BEST!

SWISH
Enjoy the stellar drape, bounce, and next-to-skin softness of machine
washable Merino wool for projects you'll wear again and again. Our go-to
yarn for sweaters, accessories, and blankets!
100% Fine Superwash Merino Wool.
DK, Worsted & Bulky |
DK: $5.99/50g skein - 123 yards. Worsted: $5.99/50g skein - 110 yards.
Bulky: $10.99/100g hank - 137 yards.

1.800.574.1323
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SLEEPY KITTY SOFT TOY 51249D
Knit in Shine Sport. Yarn cost $15.96.

SOFT & STRIPY PULLOVER 51254D
Knit in Shine Sport. Yarn cost starts at $11.97.

PERFECT FOR NEXT-TO-SKIN SOFTNESS

SHINE
Next-to-skin soft with a stellar sheen, the combination of Pima cotton and Modal® gives
each skein a lustrous depth akin to silk, but without the cost or special care silk requires!
Sport & Worsted |
30

60% Pima cotton, 40% Modal. $3.99/50g skein. Sport: 110 yards. Worsted: 75 yards.

KITTY HAT, BOOTIES &
MITTS SET 51252D
Knit in Stroll.
Yarn cost $17.97.

BABY LEGGINGS 51913D
Knit in Hawthorne. Yarn cost starts at $13.99.

Learn more about
Hawthorne on page 24!

CUSHY & VERSATILE

STROLL
High-grade Merino wool and nylon blend into one of our most useful yarns.
Designed to be sturdy enough for socks and rough-and-tumble knits,
Stroll is super soft too. It's just the thing for kiddo knits where machine
washability and coziness is a must!
Fingering |

75% Fine Superwash Merino Wool, 25% Nylon. $5.99/50g skein - 231 yards.

HUE SHIFT KITS
Our most popular pattern,
the Hue Shift Afghan is the
perfect project to either
keep to treat yourself or
gift during the holiday
season! Easy mitered
squares work up quickly
and are joined as you go
leaving you with just four
simple seams.
By combining this clever construction
with simple garter stitch knitting, you are
able to create a modern and visually stunning
motif with minimal effort. Knit in Brava, our
Premium Acrylic yarn (see more on p.30), your
afghan can be easily washed in the machine and
look just like the day you cast off your last stitch.

CHOOSE YOUR KIT:
Try Hue Shift in the original cheerful Rainbow colorway or lustrous Jewel colorway.
$31.98 $28.99 save 10%

JEWEL HUE SHIFT PATTERN KIT
{82968} Includes 12 skeins of Brava Sport and digital pattern download.

32
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RAINBOW HUE SHIFT PATTERN KIT
{82966} Includes 12 skeins of Brava Sport and digital pattern download.

EXCLUSIVE PATTERN KITS

STORNOWAY THROW KIT
Shown in 24"x32" {83189}. Includes Wool of the Andes Worsted in Noble Heather
and digital pattern download. $36.40 $32.75 save 10%

CORRIE SWEATER PATTERN KIT
Shown in 37" {84163}. Includes Wool of the Andes in Brass Heather
and digital pattern download. $50.36 $42.85 save 15%

NORDIC STOCKING KIT
Shown in Original {83888}. Includes 6 skeins of Wool of the Andes Worsted and
digital pattern download. $25.93 $23.33 save 10%

DISH TOWEL SET
1.800.574.1323 www.knitpicks.com | 33
Shown in Spring Bloom {82563}. Includes Dishie in Blush, Begonia, Azure, Honeydew,
and Crème Brûlée, and digital pattern download. $19.94 $17.94 save 10%

IT'S COZY SEASON
With the weather getting colder, it's time to
grab a gorgeous book and get inspired to cast
on the snuggliest sweater.

PLAIN & SIMPLE
by Pam Allen
33528 - $19.20
save 20%
HOME & AWAY
by Hannah Fettig
32773 - $22.80
save 20%
THE KNITTER'S
DICTIONARY
by Kate Atherley
33645 - $15.99
save 20%
COFFEEHOUSE
KNITS
by Monica Bold
33693 - $21.59
save 20%
34
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Knit Picks Exclusive collections feature
patterns designed for our yarns. From
luxurious alpaca to everyday wools, we've
got a pattern for every yarn and every style!
ADVENTURE AWAITS: RUGGED OUTDOOR KNITS
33576 - $23.99 save 20%
Inspired by outdoor enthusiasts everywhere, Adventure Awaits features 16 beautiful
yet robust knit projects that offer a perfect mix of both form and function.
SIMPLY SOCKS: A COLLECTION OF WARDROBE BASICS
33707 - $23.99 save 20%
Whether you prefer single colors or pops of contrasting hues, stockinette or textured
stitches, true solids or tweeds and kettle dye effects, there’s something for every sock
knitter’s drawer in this collection of 18 patterns.
CABLE COUTURE: MODERN CABLE-KNIT SWEATERS
33539 - $23.99 save 20%
A fresh, modern take on the centuries-celebrated cable knit sweater, the 9 designs of
Cable Couture are worthy of their own gallery installation, yet beckon to be worn on
an outing to the farmer's market on a crisp weekend morning.
INTERLUDE: COZY INDOOR KNITS
33577 - $23.99 save 20%
Inspired by long, lazy weekends, Interlude is a beautiful collection featuring delicate,
cozy knits to make a quiet weekend at home all the more enticing. The 16 pieces in this
collection invite you to snuggle up and get comfortable, with patterns for soft, feminine
sweaters, muted, loose-fitting cardigans, and oh-so luxurious blankets and wraps.
1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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Stylish Storage for Sets

NEEDLE CLUTCH
Add a touch of glam to your everyday needle storage! Our exclusive needle clutch easily holds a
complete set of interchangeable needle tips, while three convenient pockets store folded patterns or
small tools. Keep small tools in front zip for easy access. Lastly, each clutch features a sleek magnetic
closure for a truly streamlined silhouette.
OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CLUTCH $39.99 SILVER {84183}, ROSE GOLD {84184}

Keep small tools
easy to access with
the front zipper.

Snug fabric pockets hold your
precious needles tight.
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Back pocket is the perfect size
to stash your pattern!

KNIT PICKS
ZIPPERED POUCH
Need a small pouch to place inside your
tote to keep DPNs, crochet hooks, and other
small tools together? The Knit Picks Zippered
Pouch features a vinyl two-color exterior
that's easy to clean and a polyester interior
in an adorable printed fabric. This is the
perfect pouch for home or travel! $8.99

GOLD & CHESTNUT 84286, MAUVE & PLUM 84287, STONE & QUARRY 84285, and STONE & INK 84288

KNIT PICKS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE CASE

Looking for a resilient fold-away
place to keep your DPNs,
crochet hooks, or other small
tools organized? Our Knit Picks
Needle Cases are practical,
resilient, and stylish! A vinyl
exterior makes it easy to clean
while a cotton/poly interior
features 10 slits per side, which
can fit needles and hooks that are
5" in length or shorter. $14.99

GOLD 84279, TIMBER 84278, PLUM 84276, STONE 84280, and DARK ASH 84277

1.800.574.1323
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PERFECT NEEDLES FOR EVERY PROJECT
We're here to help you do what you do best: Create.
Creating the best projects means not only having access to the best materials at the
best prices, but the best tools as well. And as knitters just like you, we strive to bring
you needles that we’re as excited to use as we are to sell.

Short Interchangeables Shorter tips and special length cables designed to make
smaller circumference projects—like hats and sleeves—easier to manage. Short
Interchangeable Sets start at $44.99. Short Individual needle tips start at $4.99.
Shown: Radiant Short Interchangeable Set {90578} $44.99.

Fixed Circulars These needle tips are
permanently connected to cables of
a specific length, which is especially
useful in smaller gauge projects, like
lace and socks. Individual fixed circulars
start at $5.49. Shown: Radiant Fixed
Circular 24", US Size 3 {90515} $7.49.
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Interchangeable Circulars The foundation of the modern knitter’s toolbox.
Detachable needle tips and cables interchange to form a wide range of gauges
and lengths on demand. Sets start at $55.99. Individual needle tips start at $5.99.
Shown: Mosaic Interchangeable Set {90586} $55.99.

Straight Needles These ARE your grandmother’s needles. Elegant and simple, tried and true. For basic flat knitting, sometimes
the classic methods are the best. Sets start at $49.99. Needle pairs start at $4.69. Shown: Mosaic 10" Straight Needle Set
{90770} $62.99.

Double Pointed Needles Featuring tapered points at both ends for a classic solution to circular knitting, especially small
circumferences like socks. Multi-size sets start at $23.99. Individual needle sets start at $4.99. Shown: 8" Mosaic Double Pointed
Needle Set {91460} $45.99.
1.800.574.1323
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PRISM

Aluminum Interchangeable Needles
Add a splash of color to your knitting! Our lightweight aluminum interchangeable
needles feature the same sharp points, flexible cables, and smooth joins as our other
Options Interchangeable needles. Aluminum metal warms to your hands as you knit,
and the slick metal surface allows stitches to slide off with ease. Each size is color
coded and includes the needle size (in US and MM measurements) etched on each
needle, making these the ultimate grab-and-go needles for any project.

PRISM ALUMINUM OPTIONS INTERCHANGEABLE NEEDLE SET {91461} $59.99
This set is packaged in a handy vinyl case and comes with all the accessories you need: 9 pairs of aluminum
tips (ranging from US 4 to 11), 4 black cables (two 24", one 32", and one 40"), 8 cable end caps, 1 cable
connector, and 2 cable keys.
40
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SHORT NEEDLES
A Must Have Tool For Small Projects
Perfect for small circumference projects like hats, sleeves, and baby knits!
These short 23/4" tips paired with special short cables form cute and functional
16" circular needles! Sets include seven tip sizes ranging from US 4-10 as well
as two cables, four end caps, and two cable keys. Available in Nickel Plated or
in Caspian, Majestic, or Radiant Wood.

Caspian Short Interchangeable Needle Set $44.99 {91200}.
Also available in Radiant, a red/purple colorway.
Short Interchangeable Needle Tips start at
$4.39/pair save 20%

A ssemb lin g Yo u r I nte rchang e ab l e Ne e d l e s

1. Thread the needle tip onto the
cable; twist to screw together.

2. Insert the cable key into the hole
at the base of the cable. Grasp
cable key, turn to tighten the 		
needle tip.

3. Start knitting!

1.800.574.1323
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Cocobolo
Add an elegance to your needle collection
with Cocobolo hardwood. Renowned for its
rich color and dramatic contrasting grain,
Cocobolo makes superb knitting needles,

providing a naturally warm hand, smooth
surface, and exceptional strength. Equal
parts magnificent and resilient, you'll be
knitting in superior style for years to come!

INTERCHANGEABLE SET {90742} $89.99
Everything you need for a premium knitting experience! This set is beautifully packaged in an embossed box with
all the accessories you need: 9 pairs of Cocobolo wood tips (ranging from US 4 - US 11), 7 black cables (24"-60"
lengths), cable end caps, cable connectors, and a tin with locking stitch markers.

FOURSQUARE
NEEDLES

They’re a little different and a lot of fun!
We took the same smooth, laminated
birch of our popular Majestic needles
and squared them. The slightly rounded
corners provide a comfortable extra grip
for your fingers and yarn, helping to keep
your hands limber and your stitches even.
We love these needles for beginner or
"tight" knitters as their unique shape
helps keep stitches loose and even.
TIPS START AT $4.49. INTERCHANGEABLE SET {91404} $55.99.

TRY IT
Not sure? Our Try-it interchangeable needles are a great
way to test a shape or material without committing to
a whole set! Each set comes with a pair of US 6 (4mm)
laminated birch tips (regular round or Foursquare) and
US 7 (4.5mm) Nickel Plated tips.
CASPIAN {91079} $14.99, FOURSQUARE {90741} $14.99,
RADIANT {90549} $14.99, AND MAJESTIC {91288} $14.99
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HOLIDAY
GIFTING
MADE EASY!

MARGUERITE DISHCLOTH

55592 Crocheted in Comfy.
Yarn cost starts at $11.96

Dress up your kitchen for
every season with this easy
and FREE pattern!

Knit this FREE pattern
in different colors
for every season &
holiday!

LITTLE MISHKA 56207
Knit in Fable Fur. Yarn cost starts at $14.97.
WOOD YARN SPINDLE

TINY STUFFED ALPACA - HAND PAINTED

{83970} $24.99

{84308} $13.99. Sold individually and randomly
selected, each order will be a surprise!

The perfect gift for
your knitter friend
(or yourself!).
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PLANT COZIES 55755
Knit in Stroll. Yarn cost starts at $29.95

FREE SHIPPING ON US ORDERS OVER $65

Everyone loves a
teeny-tiny alpaca!

HOLIDAY PATTERN KITS

Shown in Original {84182}. Includes 10 skeins of Wool of the Andes
Worsted and pattern download.
Kits start at $31.89 save 20%

Shown in Holiday {84316}. Includes 4 skeins of Wool of the Andes
Worsted and pattern download. Kits start at $17.05 save 20%

Shown in Original {83659}. Includes 3 hanks of Wool of the Andes
Superwash Bulky and pattern download. Kits start at $43.16 save 20%
1.800.574.1323
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12 weeks of gifting
Get a jumpstart on your holiday and gift knitting projects with
our 12 Weeks of Gifting series! Each week we're releasing a free
pattern starting with projects that will take a little bit of time
and ending with great last-minute quick knits. Stay tuned for a
new pattern each week on our website at www.KnitPicks.com/
twelveweeks!

12 weeks sneak peek!

LEARNING CENTER
Whether you're new to knitting or looking to brush up on some of those
tricky techniques, we have classes, tutorials, and guides for FREE on our
Learning Center! Listen to the podcast or work your way through our library
of downloadable goodies at www.knitpicks.com/learning-center
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THIS CATALOG IS
ONLY THE BEGINNING…
81 yarns, 1,806 colors, and 4,684 patterns
are available at KnitPicks.com!
Our customer service team members are real
crafters too! Have a question about a yarn, the way
it feels, or the undertone of a particular color?
Don’t be shy! Seriously, we’re here to make your
fiber journey nothing short of amazing—we love to
help crafters do what they do best: create.

Catalog expires 12/28/20 | 1.800.574.1323
customerservice@knitpicks.com | M-F, 6am - 4pm PST

1.800.574.1323

www.knitpicks.com
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PO Box 87760
Vancouver, WA 98687-7760
1 (800) 574-1323
Fax 1 (360) 260-8877
M - F 6AM - 4PM PT

CUSTOMER NO.

Current Resident Or:

SOURCE CODE

NEEDLE SALE!
Save 20% on interchangeable tips
in Radiant, Caspian, and Rainbow*
30% off all Interchangeable
Needle Cables

*excludes sets
CATALOG EXPIRES DECEMBER 28, 2020

Connect with us!
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